
I was delighted and honoured to judge your Yorkshire Terrier Specialty as a back to back show of 
Florence National/International show May the 9th of May 2015. My thanks to the organisation on a 
well run show with a , not numerically large entry, but really some excellent yorkies to choose my 
winners from. I had excellent help from talanted ring stewards! Thank you!.

Now to the dogs. Some quality exibits in the ring! My BOB, Gudyork Valentin, excells in 
conformation, air of importance and outline standing as well as moving around the ring! 
Unfortunately the sentence "air of importance" has been taken away from the FCI standard but is a 
very important part of the breed! My BOS Blue Teodoto's First Lady is a Lovely bitch standing four
square with, excellent reach of neck and very good topline standing! She as well, as the BOB , has a
lovely neat head, excellent pigmentation, and neat ears, giving the true yorkie expression. She 
excels in blue, silkyness of texture with the correct cool touch and definition of colour! 
Unfortunately her tan furnishing are broken tanking away the finish of the head and shades/ golden 
sheen of the tan!

If I should dare to gave any advise for the future it would be to bag you to look after the true texture
and colour of coat in the future. It is the signature of the breed. It is not easy doing but who says it 
should be. You have to take texture, saturation, hue, brilliance and difinition of coat into 
consideration. Do not expect all judges to guide you only a few breederjudges will have the 
knowledge!
It is sad the the breed has the wide spead cheating of  artificial colouring of the coat. In the end you 
cheat yourself!!
All the best for the future to the breeders worldwide of this lovely breed! 
I was really overwelmed,delighted and moved  to receive the most lovely gift. There could not be 
anything that could take its place and it will be seen in a place of honour in my home! A million 
heartfelt thanks! 

Thank you for your attention

Henrik Johansson


